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Abstract 
The recognition of 3-D objects from sequences of their 2-D views is modeled by a family of 
self-organizing neural architectures, called VIEWNET, that use View Information Encoded 
With NETworks. VIEWNET incorporates a preprocessor that generates a compressed but 
2-D invariant representation of an image, a supervised incremental learning system that clas-
sifies the preprocessed representations into 2-D view categories whose outputs arc combined 
into 3-D invariant object categories, and a working memory that makes a 3-D object pre-
diction by a.ccurnulating evidence from 3-D object category nodes as multiple 2-D views are 
experienced. 'I'hc simplest VIEWNE'I' achieves high recognition scores without the need to 
explicitly code the tcmpora.l order of 2-D views in working memory. Working memories are 
also discussed that save memory resources by implicitly coding temporal order in terms of 
the relative activity of 2-D view category nodes, rather than as explicit 2-D view transitions. 
Varia.nts of the VIEWNE'I' architecture may also be used for scene understanding by using a 
preprocessor and classifier that can determine both What objects arc in a scene and Where 
they arc located. 'I'hc present VIEWNE'f preprocessor includes the COHT-X 2 filter, which 
discounts the illurnina.nt, regularizes and completes figural boundaries, and suppresseo image 
noise. 'I'his boundary segmentation is rendered invariant. under 2-D t.ra.nsla.t.ion, rotation, 
and dilation by use of a log-polar transform. The invariant spectra undergo Gaussian coarse 
coding to further reduce noise and 3-D foreshortening effects, and to increase generalization. 
'I'hcsc compressed cocleo are input into the classifier, a supervised learning system baocd on 
the fuzzy AJ(I'iVIAP algorithm. Fuzzy AltfMAP learns 2-D view categories that are invari-
ant under 2-D image translation, rotation, and dilation a.s well as 3-D image tra.noformations 
that do not cause a. predictive error. Evidence from scquenceo of 2-D view categories con-
verges at :J-D object nodes that generate a responoc invariant under changes of 2-D view. 
'I'hese 3-D object nodes input to a working mernory that accumulateo evidence over time 
to irnprove object recognition. ln the oimplest working rnernory, each occurrence (nonoc-
currence) of a. 2-D view category increa.oeo (decreases) the correoponding nocle'0 activity in 
working rncrnory, 'I'he rna.xirnally active node is used to predict the il-D object. Recognition 
is studied with noisy and clean ima.geo using slow ancl fast learning. Slow learning at the 
fuzzy AH'I'MAP rnap field is adapted to learn the conditional probability of the ~l-D ob-
ject given the selected 2- D view category. VIEWNET is clernonstrated on an MJ'I' Lincoln 
Laboratory database of l28x128 2-D views of aircraft with and without additive noise. i\ 
recognition rate of up to 90% is achieved with one 2-D view and of up to 98.5% correct with 
three 2-D views. 'I'hc properties of 2-D view and 3-D object category nodes are compared 
with those of cello in monkey inferotcmporal cortex. 
Key Words: Pattern recognition, neural networks, AH'f, AH'I'MAP, il- D object recognition, 
learning, probability learning, fuzzy logic, working rnemory. 
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1 View Information Encoded With NETworks 
This article describes a neural architecture, called VIEWNET, for autonomously learning to 
recognize 3-D objects in real time. More generally, VIEWNE'f illustrates a computational 
strategy that may be generalized to define architectures capable of more complex task of 
scene understanding. VIEWNET derives its name from its ability to use View Information 
Encoded With NE1\vorks. This cornputationa.l strategy attempts to achieve recognition of a 
3-D object by learning invariant properties of its 2-D views and then accumulating evidence 
from sequences of 2-D views until 3-D recognition is assured. Such an approach uses only 
the types of information that are available to the system during its ongoing encounters with 
objects. The ultimate goal is to define an autonomous system for general-purpose object 
recognition and scene understanding. 
Many prior approaches to 3-D visual object recognition sought to build up a. structural 
description of an object to aid in the recognition process. Quite a few of these efforts 
used volumetric or surface-based descriptions to generate structural models of 3-D objects. 
Winston (1975) used multiple 2-D views to create structural models of objects in a scene. 
He used the spatial relationships between simple prirnitivcs such as "wedge supported by 
brick" in each view to construct his models. Subsequent views were used to reinforced or 
modify the model. Underwood and Coates (1975) incrernentally built a surface description of 
an object from multiple views for recognizing polyhedra. Freeman and Chakravarty (1980) 
used characteristic views in distinct topological arrangernent as an index for identifying :l-D 
objects. Martin and Aggarwa.l (1983) built up a volume segment model of :l-D objects from 
2-D views. Using explicit information about. ea.ch view point., they were able to use learning 
to refine tbe descriptions of the :3-J) objects. Fekete and Davis (1984) tessellated a. sphere and 
used the resulting viewpoints to index the first and second nrornent properties of images. No 
consideration was given to learning however, and no use was made of tessellation sequences 
for recognition. 
Chen and Frecrnan (1 990) extended the rnethocl of Freerna.n and Chakravarty by using 
volumetric descriptions of :l-D objects to predict topologically distinct characteristic views 
of quadric-surfaced solid rnodcls. Edclrnan, Biilthoff, and Wcinshal (1989) rnodeled human 
pcrfonnance in mental rotation cxperirnents using a nenra1 network and 2-D views of ~l-D 
wire frarnc objects. Liu and 'l'sa.i (1990) learned a. sequence of 2-D silhouettes from rotating 
il-D objects as a series of moments which could then be rnatclrcd against a test series for 
recognition. 'J'ra.ining a.nd testing da.ta, sets were derived by rotating objects on a. turntable 
so that arbitrary object rotations were not handled. Ratlrcr, they intended their technique to 
be cnrploycd in a. controlled viewing environment such as could be set np in a factory. Zhang, 
Sullivan and Baker (1992) also constructed a :l-D object rnodcl from 2-D view relations. In an 
attempt to manage the combinatorial complexity of using 2-D aspects, Dickinson, Pentland, 
and Rosenfeld (1992) use a. fixed set of 3-D volumetric primitives to describe 3-D objects. 
'I'he 3-D volumetric prirnitives are used to generate a hierarchy of 2- D view aspects to which 
2-D irnagcs are matched. The 2-D aspect hierarchy was intended to handle :l-D occlusions 
so that a.n input 2-D image indexes the set of 3-D prirnitives which in turn indexes the 3-D 
object being viewed. 
A number of researchers, concerned abont, the recognition speed limitations of volumetric 
or surface model rna.tching rnethods, ha.ve concentrated on appearance based approaches. 
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Figure 1: Aspect Graph of Koenderink and van Doorn. Each node of the graph represents a 
distinct 2-D view of the object. Arcs represent legal view transitions that would be ob:oerved 
when viewing the object. 
Appearance ba;;cd recognition approaches u;;e input irnagery to con;;truct 3-D object models. 
Perhaps the earliest explicit uc;es of imagery to construct structural representations of il-D 
object;; was developed by Koenderink and van Doorn (1979). Koenderink and van Doorn 
created Aspect. Graphs con;;isting of 2-D view;; of a 3-D object a.long the nodes of the graph, 
with legal view transitions indicated by the arcs arnong nodes as shown in Figure 1. In 
the figure, views of a. cube (say a nurnbcred dice) are displayed with arcs representing their 
topological relationship to one another. For Koenderink and van Doorn, 2-D views and view 
transitions were equally important for recognizing the object. 
In the past few years, with inexpensive computer power and memory increasingly avail-
able, there ha.s been growing interest in rncthocls of a.utornatically generating representations 
frorn imagery akin to Koenderink and van Doorn's aspect graphs. Gigus and Malik ( 1988, 
1990) and Plantinga and Dyer (1990) have atternptcd to automatically construct aspect 
graphs from objects in a CAD database using convex polyhedra. Other efForts for automat· 
ically generating perspective projection aspect graphs from a CAD database using curved 
objects and non-convex polyhedra have been pursued by Bowyer, Eggert, Stewman, and 
Stark (1989), Sripraclisvarakul and Jain (1989), Ponce and Kriegman (1990), Rieger (1990), 
Stewrnan and Bowyer (1990), Chang and Huang (1992), and Eggert and Bowyer (1993). 
Hidden Markov models have also been applied to learning an aspect graph from a view 
sequence by Rimey and Brown (1991). 
Seibert and Waxman (1990a., I 990b, 1991, 19n2) pioneered the development of neural 
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Seibert and Waxman's cross-correlation 
view transition matrix representing 2D views 
and 2D view transitions. 
,,,,,;;c;:,:\ Evidence accumulation node 
for this 3D object 
e Learned 
Not learned 
ART2 2D view category nodes 
Figure 2: View Transition Matrix from the architecture of Seibert and Waxman cornputcs 
croc:s,.correlations between its input 2,j) view categories. 'fhe rnatrix represents the corrcla· 
tion between the present categorical 2-D view and the decaying activation of the previouc: 
view. As preprocessed images enter AH:I' 2, the resulting categorica.l views excite learned 
weights in this cross-correlation "aspect graph" devoted to each 3-D object. An evidence 
node integrates activation from the learned connections in the matrix. Another network (not 
shown) chooses the evidence node with the highe0t acctm1ula.tecl activation as the the 3-D 
object rnost likely being viewed by the architecture. 
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network architectures that self-organize aspect graph representations of 3-D objects from 
2- D view sequences. Since our work on VIEW NET' was inspired by their model and uses 
the same data base to benclunark our results, we review their model in some detail. 'I'heir 
approach relied on building a. neural "cross-correlation matrix" as shown in Figure 2. 'I'he 
cross-correlation matrix was used to learn both 2-D views and 2-D view transitions and to 
associate the 2-D views and view transitions with the 3-D object;; that produced them. To 
test their architecture, the 2-D views were taken from 3-D jet airplane models painted black 
and digitized against a light background for ease of segmentation. 
Sequences of images were obtained by rotating the jets 360° for each of the many angles 
of inclination that the video camera. wa.s set at, from zero degrees (horizontal) to 72 degrees 
(looking down at the spinning jet). 'l'hese im.ages were then bina.rizcd using a high threshold 
to remove noise. Points of high curvature and the object centroid were found u;;ing a. reaction-
diffusion process. A log-polar transform around the object centroid was used to remove 2-D 
rot<ttion a.nd scale variations. The output of this filter was (approximately) invariant under 
2-D translations, rotations, and dilations of t.he image. In order to compress this invariant 
spectrum and reduce 3-D foreshortening effects, the result wa;; coarse coded (compressed to 
5x5 pixel;; from 128x128) using Gaussian filters. 
'I' he coarse coded vectors (25 data. points) were fed into an AH.T 2 ( Ca.rpenter ancl Gross-
berg, 1987) network for unsupervised learning and categorization. These "categorical" 2-D 
views further compressed the 2-D representation so that a new 2-D view category was cho-
sen only if significant changes occurred in the 2-D appearance of the object that were not 
invariant under translation, rotation, dilation, or modest foreshortening. How much change 
was tolerated was controlled by the Altr 2 vigilance parameter. 'fhese 2-D view categories 
were then fed into a series of cross-correlation rnatriccs, or view graphs, one for each possible 
il-D object, so that views and view transitions could be learned by a il-D object ca.tegoriza-
1.ion layer. ']'he 3-D categorization layer incorporated "evidence accumulation" nodes which 
integrate activations that they receive frorn learned conm;ction;; to the correlation rnatrix. 
Decay terms in these integrator nodes detennine how long they stay active without input 
support. 
Seibert and Waxrnan 's approach of antorna.tically generating aspect graphs directly from 
the imagery tha.t the architecture experiences vastly simplifies earlier attempts which gen-
erated aspect graphs by constructing projections from Inathematica.l descriptions of the 3-D 
objects. However, using view transition information cornes at a cost: Given N 2-D views 
and M objects, the architecture must have the potential to encode on order of N 2 x M 2-D 
view transitions and the corresponding adaptive weights. Another potential problem is that 
an error in identifying a 2-D view ma.y introduce a spurious 2-D view transition. Finally, 
unless one presurnes a 2-D view frame capture rate fast enough to capture the highest speed 
movement that an object can make, view transitions may be skipped inadvertently by fast 
object motion. 
As reported in Seibert and Waxman (1992), 75% of the 2-D jet images were ambiguous 
to so1ne degree. 'fha.t is, 75% of the 2-D view categories formed by ART 2 gave evidence 
for more than one type of jet. 'I\vo possible reasons for this level of ambiguity exist: (1) 
Image preprocessing using high curvature points followed by coarse coding may lump to-
gether object features tha.t are needed for unambiguous recognition. (2) The 2-D views 
were categorized by ART' 2 without using any ;;upervisccl feedback to help correct category 
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boundaries. Although most 2- D view categories were ambiguous, the transitions between 
them were used to unambiguously identify a particular :J-D object. Thus, view transitions 
arc critically important in the Seibert and Waxman architecture, which may then incur the 
cost of needing up to N 2 x M view transition correlation matrices. 
This analysis suggests that a tradeoff exists between the choice of preprocessor, learned 
catcgorizer, and evidence accumulation parts of the architecture. If the preprocessor and 
categorizer generate 2-D view categories that are too coarse or ambiguous, then the evidence 
accumulation network may have to be enhanced to overcome these limitations. VIEWNET 
explores this tradeoff by using a different preprocessor and categorizer that generate less 
ambiguous 2-D view categories. In fact, VJEWNET can categorize individual views on 
the Seibert-Waxman data base with high accuracy (up to 90%), in accord with the human 
experience that many objects can be identified with a single view, except when they are 
observed from an unfamiliar perspective or from a perspective that reduces the object's ap-
parent dimension. A computal;ionally less costly evidence accumulation, or working memory, 
network could then be used, at least on these data. The general problem is to design the 
optima.lly balanced preprocessor, ca.tegorizer, and working memory networks to handle the 
largest possible set of images. 
The VJEWNET approach was also motivated by work of Bradski, Carpenter, and Gross-
berg (1992), who described a.n alternative architecture that could potentially overcome the 
problem of proliferating view transitions. 'I' his architecture learns to code 2-D views in 
recognition categories, as do Seibert a.ncl Waxrnan, but stores these categories in a working 
memory, called a S'I'ORE network, whose activity pattern codes N view categories and their 
temporal order using only N codes. Larger activation of a category node in a. S'I'ORE work-
ing rnemory codes for earlier occurrence of the corresponding 2-D view. An All:I' network 
then learns to categorize the stored cornbination of 2-D views a.ncl (irnplicitly coded) view 
transitions into a. 3-D object category. Such an a.lgorithrn needs no more than N x M adap-
tive weights to code N 2-D views in working memory for M :3-D objects. This paper further 
develops the perspective that, although multiple views may facilitate recognition, explicit 
coding of view transit,ions rnay not be needed to achieve high recognition accuracy. 
As diagramed in Figure 3, VIEWNE'I' consists of three parts: an im.age preprocessor, a 
self-organizing recognition network that may operate in either unsupervised or Bupervised 
rnodes, and a. working rnernory network to accumulate evidence over multiple views. It is 
assumed that the figure to be recognized has already been separated from its background. 
Neural networks for figure-ground separation that use computations consistent. with those in 
the VIEWNE'l' preprocessor were described in Grossberg (19911) and Grossberg and Wyse 
(Hl91, 1992). 'l'he image figure is then processed by a boundary segmentation network, called 
the COHT-X 2 Jilter (Carpenter, Grossberg, and lVlehanian, 1989; Grossberg and Wyse, 1991, 
1992). COHT-X 2 is a fcedforward network that Jirst cornpensa.tcs for variable illumination, 
extracts ratio contrasts, and normalizes image intensities. It then suppresses image noise 
while it completes and regularizes a boundary segrncntation of the figure. Thus the maxi-
mal curvature point representation of Seibert and Wa.xman is replaced by an illurnination-
compensated, noise-suppressed boundary segmentation of the entire figure. 'I'his boundary 
segmentation is then rendered invariant under 2-D rotation, translation, and scale by a cen-
tering, log-polar, centering operation as described in Schwartz (1977). As in Seibert and 
Waxman, the resulting spectra are then corn pressed by coarse coding to gain sorne insensi-
5 
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Figure :l: 'I'lw image proce~~ing flow chart of the VIEWNE'I' system. 
tivit.y to il-D dcforrnation effects and to reduce memory requircrnent~. Coa.r~e coding i~ done 
by two methods, whose performance is compared: a rnany-to-few pixel t:irnple spatial aver-
aging, and Gaussian spatial averaging. 'I'he output of this preproces~or is a coar~e-codcd, 
invariant ~pectrurn of an illumination-compensated, noise-suppressed boundary segrnenta.-
tion. Thi~ representation provides the input vectors to the self-organizing neural network 
classifier. 
Fuzzy A!tl'MAP (Carpenter, Grossberg, Markuzon, Reynolds and H.ot:en, 1992) was 
used to categorize the output spectra.. 'I'his architecture is capa.ble of fast, stable learning of 
recognition categories in response to nonstationa.ry rnulticlimensiona.l data, and of learning 
to generate many-to-one output predictions from the recognition categoriet: to output labels. 
Fuzzy AH:l'MAP runs under either unsupervised or supervisee! learning conditions. Under 
supervised conditions, erroneous predictions trigger further hypothesis testing, or memory 
6 
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sea.rch, in the input classifier. Fuzzy AHTMAP converts the vigilance pa.rarneter of unsu-
pervised ART classifiers, such as ARI' 2, into an internally controlled pa.ramcter. When 
an erroneous prediction occurs, vigilance is increased just enough to trigger a new bout of 
hypothesis testing to discover a better category. This control scheme is called m1rlch tra.cking 
because the vigilance pararneter tracks the match value that encodes how well the selected 
category's prototype rnatches the input spectrum. Using match tracking, rnemory search 
discovers and learns recognition categories tha.t conjointly maximize code compression and 
minimize predictive error. Fuzzy AHTMAP can hereby use supervised learning to rapidly 
fit the number, size, and shape of input categories to the statistical demands of the environ-
ment. This added power helps Fuzzy AitTMAP to learn 2-D view categories that tend to !it 
the data better than AHT 2. In the simplest VIEWNET, that we call VIEWNET' 1, Fuzzy 
ARI'MAP also autornatically combines the outputs of 2-D view categories at 3-D object 
category nodes that are invariant under changes of experienced 2-D views. lt is this corn-
bination of boundary segmentation preprocessing combined with supervised AHT learning 
that achieves correct prediction of up to 90% accuracy in response to a single airplane view. 
A similar type of hierarchical organization from 2-D view to 3-D object ha.s been reported 
in neurophysiological studies of cell responses in monkey inferotcmporal cortex, where some 
cells respond to inclividual2-D views whereas others, like 3-D object nodes, respond to a wide 
range of views (Logothetis cl al., 1994). 'l'hese studies were motivated by the regularization 
networks of Poggio and Girosi (1990) which also add up responses from 2-D views at :J-
D object nodes. 'I'hesc networks do not, however, incrementally learn their categories in 
real-time and have not yet been incorporated into a self-organizing a.rchit,cctnre. 
Given the high accuracy attained by individtra.l 2-D view categories, the simplest possible 
working memory was used in VIEVvNE'I' 1 to illustrate the tradeoff between preprocessor, 
categorizer, and working mcrnory. No view transitions were used. In fact, no LernporaJ order 
information was used. Instead, the working rnemory simply updated its representation of 
each :J-D object category every tirne oue of its 2-D views was experienced, and tlw :J-D object 
was predicted by voting for the winning 3-D category. Using this scheme, voting with two 
views achieves up to ~J!l%, and with three views up to 98.5% accuracy. lt was hereby shown 
that the simplest evidence accurnulation from rnult,iple views, without view transitions in a 
VlEWNE'I' 2 architecture or even a representation of view tcnrporal orders, can lead to high 
recognition on the Seibert-Waxman database if the preprocessor and classifier arc designed 
as indicated. 
'l'he remainder of the paper describes these operations in detail. Sec:tion 2 describes 
the airplane) database. Section il describes the COH:I'-X 2 boundary segmentation network. 
Appendix A describes its equations. Section 1 describes the operations to generate an 
invariant representation of the boundary segmentation. Section 5 describes the coarse coding 
algorithm. Section 6 describes the Fu~zy AHTMAP network. Appendix B describes the 
equations. Section 7 describes computer simulation results in response to a single view, using 
fast or slow learning with or without image noise. 'I'he results are robust across all simulation 
conditions. Section 8 smnma.rizes how multiple views rna.y improve recognition scores, and 
demonstrates that learning explicit view transitions in a VJEWNET 2 architecture does not 
improve performance on this database. Section 9 discusses these results in a broader context 
and outlines how these computations rnay be generalized to define an architecture for scene 
understanding. 
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(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
Figure 4: Exarnple irnages from the jet database. Side views of (a.) an F-16, (b) a.n F-18, 
and (c) an HK-l. 
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2 Data 
The irnage database used to test the architecture described below consists of multiple 2-D 
images of three jets airplanes: an F-16, F-18, and HK-1, We thank Michael Seibert and Allen 
Waxman of MIT Lincoln Laboratory for the usc of their data and their unfailing cooperation. 
Video images were taken of three models of these airplanes. Ea.ch was painted black and 
suspended by string against a. light background to aid in segmentation. 'J'he camera was 
mounted anywhere in a.n a.rc around the jets that started at 0.0 degrees above horizontal 
and went in increments of 4.5 degrees to a maximum of 72.0 degrees a.bove horizontal. For 
each camera angle, the jets were spun a.nd frames covering one full revolution (an average of 
88 frames) were retained resulting in 1200 to 1100 images per object. The images themselves 
were 128xl28 pixel gray scale. T'he images were then thresholclecl and binarized into a. SUN 
raster format to form the "raw" database. For our processing, data wa.s turned into a floating 
point format scaled between 0.0 a.nd 1.0 a.nd an additive noise process was introduced. 'I'he 
noise consisted of a 128 x 128 pixel images with each pixel taken from a uniform distribution 
between 0.0 and 1.0 scaled by a. constant C 2: 0.0. That is, every pixel in the noise image is 
multiplied by C to create a. "scaled" noise image. Thus, if say C = 0.5, the noise image would 
consist of pixels that varied randomly in amplitude with uniform distribution between 0.0 
and 0.5. These scaled, 128 x 128 noise images were then added to the 128 x I 28 jet images 
prior to preprocessing. T'hus, both noise-free and noisy 2- D views covering a. half-sphere 
surrounding the il-D object were collected, keeping their spatial relationships intact. 
Even numbered rotation images from each camera. angle were taken as the training set 
with the odd numbered images forming the test set. 'I'he system was trained using random 
walks over the half-sphere of training inmges. ·resting was clone using random walks over 
the half-sphere of test irna.gcs so that the paths taken and views seen were never the same 
between the training and test sets. Figure 4 shows exa.rnple irna.gcs frorn the database. 'I'he 
diiliculty of the problern derives in part frorn the existence of srna.ll anr bignous frontal views 
in the data base; see Figure I<l below. 
3 CORT-X 2 filter 
'l'hc CORl'-X 2 filter was used to preprocess the 128xl28 airplane irnages. 'I'his is a feeclfor· 
ward network that detects, regularizes, and completes image boundaries from edge, texture 
and shading contrasts, while ouppressing noise that does not have an underlying anisotropic 
structure. The COR'I'-X 2 filter is an enhancement of the original COH:I'-X filter (Carpenter, 
Grossberg, and Mehanian, 1989). It generates better boundary segrnentations, deals better 
with noise, and may also be used for figure-ground separation. 'J'he figure-ground separation 
properties were not needed in this research because the data im.ages were already Sl)paratcd 
from their backgrounds. T'hese COR:I'-X filters arc simplifications of the Boundary Contonr 
System (or BCS) for boundary segmentation (Grossberg, 1987, 19911; Grossberg and lvl.in-
golla, 1985; Grossberg, Mingolla, and Todorovi(:, 1989; Grossberg, Mingolla, a.nd Williamson, 
1991). 'I' he BCS includes internal feedback loops to generate coherent boundary completions 
even over image regions defined by sparse irnagc contrasts. A full BCS system can be inserted 
into the VIEWNET architecture to handle a wider class of imagery. 
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The COHT-X 2 filter incorporates a number of features that are uoeful for processing noisy 
imagery, including ON and OFF cells and multiple size scales, that respond to images in 
complementary ways. 'I' he COH.T-X 2 filter embodies a computational strategy for combining 
these complementary computations to achieve enhanced image processing. The processing 
stages of the COHT-X 2 filter are schematizecl in Figure 5 and summarized below. Equations 
and parameters are listed in Appendix A. 
Step 1. (Discount the illuminant). 'I'he first processing stage compensates for vari-
able illumination, and thereby extracts ratio contrasts form the image while normalizing the 
overall activity level in each image region. Both ON cells and OFF cells process the im-
age in this way, using parallel shunting on-center/off-surround ("ON-C") and off-center/on-
surround ("OFF-C") networks. Parameters are set so that the ON-C network has a zero 
baseline activity and the OFF-C network has a positive baseline activity. 'I'he OFF-C filter 
perform;; an image inversion because it has a. positive baseline activity that is inhibited by 
positive signal values in the image. Figure 6 shows a noise-free image as well as the ON-C 
and OFF-C outputs. 
Along straight contrast boundaries in an irna.ge, both the ON-C and OFF-C network;; 
enhance the contrast. On the other hand, the ON-C network ha.s a. stronger response to 
concave corners of activity in a.n irnage than the OFF-C network, while the converse is true 
at convex corner;;, as wa;; noted by Grossberg and 'I'odorovic (1988). 'I'hese complemen-
tary responses are joined at later processing stages used to build more complete boundary 
segmentaticms. 
Step 2. Boundary Segmentation. The COiri.'-X 2 filter transforms the normalized 
ON-C and OFF-C images into a boundary segmentation using fast fcedforwa.rd computa-
tions with oriented contrast-sensitive cells. Each proce;;sing stage possesses a. full range of 
oriented cells as at ea.ch pixel in the image. Image processing is clone in parallel ut>ing two 
sets of convolution kernels at two different size scaleo. At> noted in Carpenter, Grossberg, 
and Mehan ian (I 989), larger scale oriented cells are better a.ble to cornpletc gaps in image 
boundaries and to suppreos noioe. On the other band, smaller scale oriented cells do a better 
job of boundary localization than do larger scale cells. Interactions between the two size 
scales a.re designed to generate boundary outputs that combine good localization, boundary 
completion, and noise suppression properties. 
'I'he first stage, called the sirnplc cell layer, consists of oriented contrast detecton; that 
arc sensitive to the orientation, amount, direction, ancl spatial scale of irnagc contrast at a 
given image location. 'rhe orientation sensitivity results from ming an elliptically shapcod 
kernel, or input field, one for each of eight orientations spaced 45° apart that operate in 
para.llel at each position in the image. Sensitivity to direction-of-contrast results frorn a 
kernel in which one half is excitatory and the other half inhibitory. At each orientation, a. 
pair of detectors sensitive to opposite directions-of-contrast processes the image. 'l'hc net 
activity of each detector is rectiiied, giving rise to a half-wave rectified output signal. Figure 7 
shows the result;; of processing the ON-C (Figure 7a) and OFF-C: (Figure 7c) irnage with 
the small ;;pa.tia.l scale (Gx3 pixels) simple cell layer. T'he line lengths in the Jigurc indicate 
the magnitude of the simple cell re;;ponses at each orientation and position. 
The next processing stage generates a cell type whose output is insensitive to direction-
of-contrast, or contrast polarity. Such an operation enables image boundaries to bridge 
textured and shaded image regions where contrast polarity reverses. 'I'hio complc1: cell layer 
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(a) CORT-X 2 Flow Chart 
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(b) CORT-X 2 Filter Kernels 
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Figure 5: CORT-X 2 flow chart and filter kernels. 'I'hc irnage is processed in parallel with 
small and large scale filters. Grey areas in the kernels are the active regions. All kemels are 
normali7,ed to have an area equal to one. 
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(a) 
(b) (c) 
Figmc 6: (a) 'I'hc origina.l Fl6 image. (b) COH'I'-X 2 ON-C output. (c) C:Olrl'-X 2 OFF-C: 
output. 
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Figure 7: COWI'-X 2 processing. (a) Output resulting from the: ON-C network, using left 
sided ellipticaJ filters (simple cell output) with a smaJJ spatial scale (6 x :1 pixels). A "left 
sided" filter refers to filters that respond to a vertical left-to-right, high-to-low contrast 
transition area in the image when the filter is in vertical orientation. A "right sided" filter is 
the opposite. Lines in the figure are proportional to the magnitude of the response at each 
orientation at each position. (b) Output from the OFF-C network using small left sided 
elliptical filters. (c) Hypcrcomplex cell output for the smaJI scale. (d) 'J'he final COH:J'-X 2 
output. 
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combines outputs from the simple cells at each position as shown in Figure 5. Complex cells 
perform a full-wave rectification of the image that is sensitive to the orientation, arnount, and 
spatial scale of the contrast in the image, but not to its direction-of-contrast. 'I'o achieve this, 
complex cells sum up the half-wave rectified outputs of like-oriented and scaJed simple cells 
of both directions-of-contrast at each position from both the ON-C and OFF-C networks. 
This is done in two parallel circuits at both the small and large spatial scales (see Figure 5). 
Complex cells excite hypercomplcx cells in the next layer at their position and orienta-
tion while inhibiting hypercomplcx cells at nearby locations that are not colincar with the 
complex cell's orientation. 'fhis positional competition is called the first competitive stage. 
H positionally sharpens the location of the segmentation, e:;pccially in respon:;e to textured 
and shaded irnages. Figure 7c shows the output of the hypcrcomplex cell layer for the small 
scale. 
The next layer, called the second competitive sta.gc, chooses the hypercomplex cell whose 
orientation is maximally activated to represent the activity at each position. 'I'hese orienta-
tionally favored hypercomplex cells arc often called higher-order hypercomplex cells in the 
full BCS. Figure Sa displays the small scale output of these higher-order cells. 
The final stages of COHT-X 2 involve cooperative interactions between the large a.nd 
small scale filters to join together the better boundary completion and noise suppression 
properties of the larger scale cells and the better localization properties of the smaller scale 
cells. One type of cooperative interaction is used to complete boundaries across boundary 
gaps caused by irnage noise. In the full BCS, boundary completion bridges gaps between 
distant image contrasts using a feedback loop that includes another cell type, called the 
bipole cell. Lacking a feedback loop, the CORT-X 2 filter uses a simplified interaction that 
captures the main hemistic for con1pleting boundaries across small image gaps. In particular, 
cooperative interactions arnong the higher--order hypercomplex cells activate an inactive cell 
if enough cells that share the inactive cell's orientation are active on both sides of its oriented 
ax1s. 
Another type of coopera1.ive interaction combines large and small scales in such a way that 
the better localization properties of the smaller scale Jllters have an effect only within regions 
where the larger scales ha.ve located a boundary. The output of the boundary-cornplcting 
cooperative cells is shown in Figure Sb. Figure 8c displays the mul1.iple scale cooperative 
interaction, and Figure 8cl shows the fJnaJ COHT-X 2 output consisting of the sum of output 
of the boundary-completion and rnultiple scale localization interactions. Figure 9 shows the 
results of processing images with two levels of additive noise: C = 0.5 or 50% noise (a.), and 
C = I .0, or I 00% noise (b). Because of the relative simplicity of the irnagcs being processed, 
only arnplitudc infonnation was used. The COifi'-X filter also computes potentially useful 
information about the relative orientation of different object parts, as in Figure Sa. The 
boundary completion capabilities of the con:r-x filter arc also not greatly taxed by these 
images. 
4 Translation, rotation and scale invariance 
The next processing stages generate a representation, using standard methods, that is invari-
ant under 2-D translation, rota.t.ion, and dilation. First, the 2-D boundary segmentation is 
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(a) (b) 
(c) (d) 
Figure 8: COHT-X 2 final stage outputs. (a) The maximal orientations of the hypcrcornplcx 
cells (second cornpcti ti ve stage). (b) 'I' he long- range boundary com plction out put. (c) 
'fhc multiple scale interaction output. (d) 'J'he final COlrJ'-X 2 output from the additive 
combination of the top right and bottom left outputs. 
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Figure 9: Results of processing noisy irnages with COlrt'-X 2. U niforrn random noise was 
aclclecl to every pixel in the original image. The original image (left colurnn) had pixels with 
activity levels between 0.0 and 1.0. Uniform random noise with pixel values ranging between 
0.0 and 1.0 was scaled by C and added to the clean irnage prior to processing by COH'I'-X 
2 with resuli.s shown in the right eolurnn. At top (a,b), random noise between 0.0 and 0.5 
( C = 0.:'5 or 50% noise) was added, on the bottom ( c,d ), noise between 0.0 and 1.0 ( C = 1.0 
or 100% noise) was acldecl. For exa.rnple, 100% noise refers to the fa.ct tha.t the magnitude of 
any given noise pixel can be as large as the largest. magnitude pixel in the noise-free image. 
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centered by dividing its l '' moments by its O'h moment to find the Jigure centroid, subtracting 
off the center of the image ancl then shifting the figure by this mnount. A log-polar transform 
is (.hen taken with respect to the center of the image. Each point (:r, y) is represented as 
1·c'0. 'I'aking the logarithm yields coordinates of log radial magnitude and angle. As i;; well 
known (Schwartz, 1977), figural sizes and rotation;; are converted into figural shifts under 
log-polar transformation. Using these shift parameters to center the log-polar transforrned 
image leads to a figural representation that is invariant 1mder 2-D changes in position, size 
and rotation. Figure 10 shows the results of processing two F-18 images which arc identical 
except for scaling and rotation. The images become very similar in the centered log-polar 
domain. 
An alternative approach to in variance Jiltering, called the What-and· Where filter (Car-
penter, Grossberg, and Lesher, 1992, 1993) could also have been u;;ccl, and ha;; distinct ad-
vantages for generalizing the VIEWNE'I' architecture to scene understanding applications, 
as noted in Section 9. 
5 Coarse coding 
Coarse coding reduces memory requirernents, as it compensates for modest 3-D foreshort· 
ening effects and inaccuracies of figural alignment in the invariant filter. Coarse coding by 
averaging in the space domain is equivalent to low pass filtering in the frequency domain. 
Neighboring pixel features arc hereby blurred, compens<rting for slight. alignment variations. 
In addition, 2-D images of 3-D objects suJfer from 3-D perspective distortions that cannot 
be corrected by log polar transfonns. 'I'hcse arc viewpoint-specific foreshortening effects and 
self-occlusions. The blurring associated with coarse coding can help to increase generalization 
by causing foreshortened a.nd non-.foreshortcnccl images to map to nearly the same image. 
On the other hand, too much blurring can obscure critical input features and thereby harm 
recognition performance. Our analysis suggests how to balance these effects to maximize the 
benefits of coarse coding. 
Data reduction is an important practical issue in its own right in many realistic pattern 
recognition problems. Seibert and Waxman's database contains 4il00 images of il distinct 
objects. Each image is rnade up of 128xl28 Jloating point pixels of 1 byte;; each for a. total 
of 128 x 128 x 4 x 1300 = 281,801,800 byte;;. Yet, as reported below, object iclentiJica.tion 
performance based on single 2-D views did well even when images were reduced to just 4x1 
pixels, yielding a. database of just 4 x 4 x 4 x 4300 = 275, 200 bytes. 'fhis reduction affords 
an enormous saving in both cornputa.tion and rnemory storage. 
Coarse coding of the 2-D images used a spatia.! averaging method that preserves suilicient 
infonnation for accurate recognition. 'l'his rncthod was selected as follows. Spatia.] averaging 
consists of convolving the original image 1 with a function \jJ and then sampling the resultant 
irnage with delta functions spaced every T pixels: O(x- nT, y -- kT). For sirnplicity, in 1-D 
this is 
00 
(I* w) · L b(x - nT). ( 1 ) 
n=-co 
If the Fourier tra.nsfonn of I is i, a.ncl tha.t. of \jJ is W, then the Fourier transform of equation 
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Figure 10: Log-polar transform example. At top (a,d) are the results of processing F-18 
images at two different scales and orientations using CORJ'-X 2. 'l'he rniddlc images (b,c) 
show the results of a.log-pola.r transform of the top irna.ges. At. bottom ( c,f) arc the centered 
log-polar images that have been ma.de more identical in the sense that, overall, many rnorc 
(:r, v) pixel locations obtain similar values between the two images after processing. In the 
log-polar images, the ordinate is the log-radial magnitude and the abscissa is the periodic 
angle axis. 
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(I) is 
A A 27r 00 (I. W) * T L 5(1:!- kH,), 
- k::::::.-oo 
(2) 
where 1:!, = 2Jr /T, and Tis the sampling period in pixels. If llN is the highest frequency in 
the image, then for the image to be uniquely deter.mined by its samples, we must have by 
(.he Nyquist sampling theorem that 
'I'wo simple spatial averaging functions W arc: (I) uniform averaging of the input image 
so that all pixels in a. window of some width are surnrned and divided by the number of pixels 
in the window; (II) Gaussian averaging of the input image so that a. normalized Gaussian 
weighted sum of all pixels is taken over a window of some width. Both approaches were 
investigated in this paper. 
M.cthod (I) was considered first, using a reda.ngular window centered on each sampling 
point nT of width 2T. A problem with this approach is that a rectangular Jilter in space is a 
sine function in frequency. The side lobes of the sine function can introduce high frequency 
aliasing ("ringing") in the resultant image. High frequency ringing can be reduced by using 
a function that provides a better low pass filter. This is true of the Gaussian function 
of rnethocl (ll), which has the further advantage of being an eigenfunction of a Fourier 
transform, since the Fourier transform of a. Gaussian is a Gaussian with reciprocal variance, 
thereby sirnplifying ca.leulation. 
For Gaussian-based spatial averaging, we must dctcrrnine how to best set the standard 
deviation IT of the Ga.ussians. Let us define two standard deviations away from the Gaussian 
midpoint to be essentially zero. The cutoff frequency of such a low pass filter is then Jr /21T. 
From equation (3), we rnust have 
which yields at cqua.Jity 
2Jr 2Jr 
-:--.!' > -;;--. ~IT ( 4) 
(5) 
By (5), the standard deviation should be set to half the Gaussian center-to-center sampling 
period so that the zero point of each Gaussian just touches the center of the next Gaussian 
as in Figure 11c. Figure II el-f shows the results of coarse coding the image in Figure 11 b in 
this way to reduce the original image of 128 x 128 pixels down to 16 x 16, 8 x 8, and 11 x 11 
pixels, respectively. 
A third rnethod of coarse coding could also be envisioned: Truncating an infinite series 
. . 
expa.nsion of the image with orthogonal filters. This approach is computationally burdensome 
unless one computes only the first few terms of the expansion. If sinusoidal filters arc used 
and the series is truncated, then this method becomes equivalent to low pass filtering with 
a rectangular filter. Since a rectangular filter in the frequency domain is a. sine function in 
the space domain, this approach is equivalent to first convolving the original image wit.h a 
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(a) (d) 
(c) (f) 
Figure 11: PreproceBsing surnrnary. (a) Output of COHT-X 2 preprocessing. (b) Centered 
log-polar image. (c) Gaussian coarse coding pattern. (d-f) Coarse coding reduction from 
128 x 128 pixels down to Hi x 16, 8 x 8, and 4 x 4 pixels. 
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sine function. It would thus be desirable to use a smoother function with which to do the 
low pass Ji!tering, but this is exactly what the Gaussian averaging of method (II) achieves. 
6 Learning recognition categories using Fuzzy ARTMAP 
The Fuzzy ARTMAP architecture was used to learn 2-D view categories from the coarse-
coded invariant spectrum of the noise-suppressed boundary segmentations. Fuzzy ARTMAP 
was chosen because it can achieve stable fast incremental learning of categories in response to 
unlimited amounts of nonstationary input data, can run in both ummpervised and supervised 
modes, and in its supervised mode can fit the size, number, and shape of its categories to 
the input statistics. Fuzzy AH1'MAP pararneters were chosen to enable the network to learn 
the conditional probablility of the true :)-]) object given the selected 2-D view category. 
We utili7-ed the simplified version of the Fuz;oy AR'I'lVIAP network of Carpenter, Grossberg, 
Marku7-on, Reynolds, and Rosen, (HJ92) that was employed in Carpenter, Grossberg, and 
lizuka (1992). 'I'his circuit conoists of a Fuz;oy AHT rnodule (Carpenter, Grossberg, and 
Rosen, 1991) Aitr;, tha.t learns 2-D view categories and a field of 3-D object category output 
nodes pb 'l'he 2-D view and ~l-D object category nodes are linked together by an associative 
memory F"' that is called the Map Field (Figure 12). 1n supervised learning mode, Fuzzy 
Alrt'MAP receives a sequence of input pairo (a,, b 1,) where bP io the correct 3-D object clasB 
given the analog 2-D view input pattern aP. 'l'he A1U;, module classifies analog input vectors 
a" into categories and the Map Field makes associations from the AR'I;, categories to the 
outputs b, in F'b This simplified architecture thus does not include an AR'fb nwdule for 
independently clustering the outputs bP into their own categories. 
Under supervioed supervised learning conditions, if aP is categorized into an AR'l;, cate-
gory that predicts an incorrect output b,, then the rnisma.tch between actual and predicted 
b" causes a memory search within A In;, via the match !1·acking rnechaniBrn. Match tracking 
raise;; the AR'T~ vigilance para.rneter p, by the rninirnum amount that will trigger a rnmnory 
oearch. In particular, (Jo grows until it just exceeds the rnatch value between the input vector 
a" and the prototype of the active AUT;, category. Since low vigilance lead;; to learning of 
large, coarse categories and high vigilance lead~ to learning of small, Jlnc categories, rnatch 
tracking sacrifkes the minimum amount of category compression that is needed to correct 
each predictive error. Memory ~earclr by match tracking continues until a pre-existing AH'I;, 
category that predicts the correct. ARTh category is found, or a new AR'I;, category is chosen. 
After one of these condition;; is satisfied, learning takes place both within ANT;, and from 
t.he chosen Ail'!;, category to the Map Field. Match tracking assures that predictive error 
is minirnized while rnaintaining maximum generalization during fast. or ~low incrernentaJ 
learning conditions. Between learning trials, vigilance rclaxco to its baseline vigilance p.,. 
In te;;t. mode, input vectors aP are classified by ART~ and the chosen category reads out its 
prediction to the Map Field. 'l'he index of the maximally activated node in the lvlap Field 
is taken to represent. the predicted output. class. 
'l'he input vector a" is complement coded before it activates ART;,. 'I'his preprocessing 
step enables the network to code both input features that are critically present and input. 
features that are critically absent. In response to an input vector a1, complement coding 
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Figure 12: Fuzzy All:I'lvJAP architecture. Each preprocessed 2-D input vector a is fed 
sequentially to the network as it becornes available. The inputs are cornplernent coded which 
tramforms the M-vector a into the 2M -vector A = (a, J aj) ctt field F0' which is then fed 
into the input Jldcl Ft. A category node k is chosen at 1'~' which rectds out its prediction to 
the Map Field via weights w'kb If the prediction is disconfirrned, a match tracking process is 
invoked in !lR'l~. Match tracking raises the AR7~, vigilance p, to just above the match ratio 
lx"I/IAI. 'J'his triggers an ART, search which activates either a different existing category, 
or a previously unc.ornrnittcd category node at F2'. After tlre search process concludes, pw'" 
chooses the maxirnally activated node in F" 6 as the :J-D object being viewed. 
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delivers an input vector A 7, = (aP, a~) to ART~, where a~= 1- aP. Complement coding also 
normalizes the total input AP to A In;, such that II A,, lit= l. It thereby prevents a category 
proliferation problem that could otherwise occur (Carpenter, Grossberg, and Rosen, 1991). 
Cornplement coding means intuitively that an input vector turns ON the cells corresponding 
to a 7, as it turns OFF the cells corresponding to a~, much as in the ON and OFF channels 
of the COI'lT-X 2 filter. The algorithm is mathematically defined in Appendix B. 
Fuzzy AHTMAP parameters were chosen to allow for on-line slow learning from AFtT~ 
1'~' to the Map Field nodes. A maximal ART~ vigilance level,/!""'" was introduced such that 
an error at the Map Field triggers match tracking only if match tracking leads to a vigilance 
p, ~ !J,w,. This bound prevents categories from becom.ing too small. In response to an error 
that would otherwise cause f!a to exceed Pmnx, learning takes place instead from the active 
node in 1'~' to the Map Field. By setting the Map Field learning rate (J,b, baseline (p) and 
maximal (Pnwx) vigilance levels appropriately, weights from F'.'f nodes to the Map Field may 
begin to approximate the conditional probability of the true class (the 3-D object) given 
the selected F:j; category (the 2-D view category). A related approach to slow probability 
learning is described in Carpenter, Grossberg, and Reynolds (I 99:3). 
7 Simulation results 
A computer simulation was run on the airplane database using the CORT-X 2 pararneters 
shown in 'Table 1. The database was processed twice by COHT-X 2, once with a. large pair 
of large a.nd small oriented filters and once with a smaller pair of large and small filters. 
'I'he large oriented Jilter pairs consisted of elliptical receptive fields with axes Hi x 8 and 
10 x 5 pixels. 'I'he small oriented filter pair consisted of oriented ellipses with axes 10 x 5 and 
6 x :l pixels. 'I'his was done so that recognition results could be compared when images were 
processed a.t difi'erent scales. Coarse coding was done with both sirnple spatial averaging 
and Gaus0ia.n averaging, reducing the image down to Hi x IG, 8 x 8, and 1 x 4 pixel0 from 
an original size of 128 x I 28. 'I'he window for sirnple spatial averaging was square with a 
width twice the sampling period T; that is, a window centered at one pixel extended unt.il 
it ju0t touched its neighboring pixels. 'I'he standard deviation for Gaussian averaging was 
set to T/2, as discussed in Section 5. '!'raining and testing sets were assembled as discussed 
in Section 2 with even nurnbcred images forrning the training set a.nd odd numbered images 
forming the testing set. Except where explicitly mentioned, the simulations were run with 
the parameters shown in 'l'ableo 1 and 2. 
'I'he data were presented to the network in two different ways: (1) 2-D views were pre-
sented in the "natural" order in which they would appear if viewing the actual object in 
motion; (2) 2- D views were presented in random order. These two rnethods of data presen-
tation were used to test whether presenting views in natural order helps recognition scores. 
'I'ra.ining in natural order consisted of 160 runs of from J to 50 views over ea.ch object. '!'rain-
ing in random order consisted of a series of 40 runs of 100 training set views over each object. 
Recognition scores are taken as an average of fifteen separate training-testing cycles. 
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Pa:rameter Descn:ption 
KonC' = 7.0 On-center magnitude 
CYonC' = 1.3 On-center standard deviation 
K off8 = 3.:J:J:J Off-surround magnitude 
a off.S' = 1.875 Off-surround standard deviation 
D = 13 = 1.0 Shunting values 
13 = D = 0.5 Shunting values 
8 = 0.2 Spontaneous activity level 
A = 134 Shunting decay 
el1 = a 2 = 1.1 Threshold contrast parameters 
(31 = ,82 = (3 = .003 Threshold noise parameters 
F = 0.5 Complex cell scaling constant 
e = 0.1 Hypcrcomplex cell divisive offset 
fl.= :'5.0 Hypercomplex cell convolution scaling 
' = 0.004 Hypercomplex cell threshold 
a = 0.001 Long range cooperation threshold 
1r /8 Oriented kernel orientation spacing 
(a2, h)z,,.9, = (16, 8) Large set, large ellipse axis 
(aJ,bJ)zo,·gc = (10,5) Large set, small ellipse axis 
(a2,b2),,,.u = (10,5) Small oCt, large ellipse axis 
(a.r, br).mwll = (6, 3) Sn1alloet, small ellipse axis 
0 1 = 2a.r/cl Hypercomplex small kernel diameter 
0 2 = 2a2 j:l Hypercornplex large kernel diameter 
U = 2a2 /5 Multiple scale interact.ion kernel diam.eter 
0 = :Ja2/_5 ____ .. Long-ran~_c cooperation kernel length 
'fable ] : 'J'he paramct.cr set used for con:r-x 2 in the simulations. 
l'aramelcr 
(Y = 0.6 
(j - I 0 In~ --• 
(3"' = 1.0 
p = 0.1 
Pmo"' = 1.0 
Pnb = 1.0 
Description 
Fuzzy ATi:i' search order 
Fuzzy AHT learning rate 
Map Field learning ra.te 
Baseline Fuzzy ART vigilance p" 
Maximum AI{T~ vigilance 
Map Field vigilance 
'I'a.ble 2: 'I'he Fuzzy AHT!VJAP pararneter set used for the simulations. 
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C'ORT-X 52 Data Coarse code using spatial avg / Gaussian avg 
filter set presentation 41:4 I sxs 1 l6J:l 6 
Small Ordered 81.0/83.1 84.4/86.4 86.7/90.5 
Small Unordered 80.3/83.9 84.9/86.5 86.8/89.3 
Large Ordered 76.8/78.7 79.0/81.6 79.1/80.1 
Large Unordered 77.4/79.7 80.5/81.5 77.1/80.5 
•.. 
Table 3: Recognition results on a noise free database (C' = 0). COHT-X 2 filter sizes refers 
to the size of the oriented receptive field filters. COHT-X 2 was run twice using a larger and 
a smaller set of its large and small elliptical oriented filters. In the table, "Large" refers to 
the run with the larger set of oriented ellipses with axes 16x8 and 10x5 pixels; "Small" refers 
to the run with the smaller set of oriented ellipses with axes 10x5 and 6x~l pixels. Views 
were presented either in natural order or in random order. Data was coarse coded from 
128x128 down to 4x'l, 8x8, or 16x16 using simple spatial avenrging or Gaussian averaging. 
Recognition scores refer to the percent of 2-D views correctly associated with a 3-D object. 
7.1 Fast learning without noise 
No clear advantage results from ordered presentation as compared to unordered presentation 
using noise-free data ( C = 0) and fast learning, as shown by the results in 'I'ablc 4. It can be 
seen that the smaller COHT-X 2 filter set resulted in better recognition pcrforrnance overall 
and did better given more detail (less coarse coding). 
Figures 13 and 14 analyze an example of a recognition error. In Figure 13, the left and 
middle columns show two different views of an F-lG in sequence. The left view activated 
AITZ:, category 2G which was correctly associated with J<' .. J(i in the Map Field. 'J'he mid-
dle F-16 image activated ART:, category 28 which is associated with HK-1, resulting in a 
recognition error. T'he right colurnn shows an HK-1 image typical of those which correctly 
activate AR'l~ category 28. Figure lila shows the raw images, Figure 1 ilb show:; the images 
after CORI'-X 2 filtering with the large scale set of filters, ancl Figure 13c shows the results 
of a centered, log--polar transfonn of the image. Figure 13d shows the inverse of the ima.ges 
in Figure 1~lc so that th() confusion between the middle and the right columns becomes more 
apparent ·· quite a bit of the two irnages overlap. 
'I'he coarse coded representations of the invariant spectra show the confusion more clearly. 
Figure 111a shows the results of Gau:;:;ian coarse coding the log-polar irnages in Figme 13c 
followed by complernent coding where the top half of each irnage is tire normal code and the 
bottom half is the complement code as in equation (:l2). It can be seen again that the F-lG 
(rniddlc) and HK-1 (right) coarse coded images are rnore similar to one another than to the 
F-16 (left) irnage. In these images, darker shades represent higher activities. In Figure 14b, 
the weights of Aln;, category 28 are shown at right. 'I'his category codes for HK-1 in the 
Map Field, but was also activated by the F-IG irnagc in the middle column. The three column 
images in Figme 14b show how each image in Figure JAa activates the weights of category 
28 according to equation (:14), which computes a nonnalized minimum that is clo:;ely related 
to the measure of fuzzy subsetbood (Carpenter, Grossberg, Markuzon, Reynolds ancl Rosen, 
1992). The patterns for the non-complement coded input (top halves of Figure 14b) are all 
nearly identical, rncaning that they all lie above the template in value. The problern shows 
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(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
(d) 
F-16 
[Cat. 26, True] 
F-16 
[Cat. 28, False] 
HK-1 
[Cat. 28, True] 
Figure I :l: Analysis of an error in categorization 1: 'I'he left and the middle colurnn show 
two images of the F-16 jet in sequence. T'hc F-Hi image in the left column activated Al17~, 
category 26 (y26 ) which is associated with the lvla.p Field node representing the class of F-
Hi jets. 'I'he F-16 irnage in the middle column activated ART~, category 28 (y28 ) which is 
associated with the Map Field node representing the class of HK-1 jets. 'J'he right column 
shows one of the HK-1 images that correctly activates ARI~ category 28. Thus, the left and 
right images were correctly recognized, the rnicldle F-16 image was incorrectly recognized 
as an HK-1. (a.) Shows the raw jet images. (b) Shows the results of COirf-X 2 processing 
with the larger set of filters and parameters given in 'J'able 1. (c) Shows the results after a 
log-polar tra.nsforrn followed by centering. (d) Shows the inverse log-polar transform of the 
images in (c) where the confusion of the rniddle image with the right irna.ge becomes more 
apparent. 
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% · . · · · . . · C'Ol"'I' v '> j'lt· . i C' C:' 1· a norse S1lTVZVmy , " _ _,, ,, 1 . • erzng anc .oarse AH.znq: 
Large CORT-X .'2 fi.ltcrs (! 6:r8, .! Ox:5) Small COR'!'-X .? fi.!ters (IO:z:5, 6x8) 
1.79 2.42 
Afier Gaussian coarse coding from I 281:128 down to: 
--
16xl6 o.a3 0.34 
8x8 0.23 0.29 
4x4 0.19 0.26 
After spa/.ial average com·se coding from 1.'28:t:128 down !:o: 
16x16 0.40 
I 
0.40 
8x8 0.28 0.30 
4x4 0.21 0.28 
-
'I'able 4: Percent of additive white noi:oe surviving proces:oing by COKI'-X 2 and coarse 
coding. 
up in the complement coded part of the input (bottom halves of Figure l1b) where the 
left irna.ge is clearly different from the nearly identical middle ancl rightmost irnage:o. T'hi:o 
problem wa:o caused by combining loss of too much detail by the larger set of C:OH:l'-X 2 
filters with rotation by the log-polar transform of the IIK-1 and the middle F-16 till they 
rna.xirnally overlapped. These coarse coclecl patterns were combined with the weights of the 
more general (larger fuzzy set) ITK-1 category via the fuzzy AND operation (see equation 
(:14)). 'I'hc resulting values were not sufllciently different to choose different categories for 
the two coarse coded versions of the segmented and rotated spectra. 
7.2 Fast learning simulation with noise 
'l'he ;;y;;tem was next tested with noisy data. u:oing additive white noise scaled by C = Ul; 
that is, each pixel could have noise added to it le:os than or equal to the value of the maximum 
activity of pixels ( = 1.0) in the original irnagc. 'I'a.blc :l :ohows wha.1, percent of the additive 
noise survives proces:oing by con:r·-x 2 alone, and by con:r-x 2 and coarse coding together, 
for two different flHer set:o and three different coarse codings. The percent noise surviving 
these tramJonnations was measured by the following formula: 
[
\II(I + N)- \11(1)] 
rna.x · · ~ -·-- x 100, 
V(x,y) C (6) 
where I is the image, N is the noise irnage, ~~ is the COH1'-X 2 filter, C > 0 is the noise 
scaling parameter and (J:,y) is the pixel index in the images. 'I'a.blc :l represents the average 
results fron1 ten measurements using equation (G). 
It can be seen that the combination of COR'I'-X 2 filtering followed by coarse coding is 
effective in reducing additive noise. Using a fast learning paradigm, the recognition results 
shown in 'I'able 5 were similar to those for the noi:oe-free case in 'I'a.ble 4, except for some 
minor falling off of recognition scores a.t the lowest level of coarse coding (the lG x Hi case). 
Less coarse coding has the same effect on noise as raising the cutoff frequency of a low pass 
filter. 'I'hus, as :oeen in Table :l, more noise gets through with less coarse coding, yielding 
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F-16 F-16 HK-1 
[Cat. 26, True] [Cat. 28, False] [Cat. 28, True] 
(a) Cat. 28 
(b) 
Figure 14: Analysis of an error in categorization II: (a) Shows irnagcs from Figure 13c which 
have been Gaussian coarse coded down to 8 x 8 pixels and then cornplerncnt coded for input 
into the Fuzzy Alti'MAP ntodule. 'I'he bottom half of each image is the complement code 
of the top half in accordance with equation (32). (b) Shows the fuzzy minimum ac;tivations 
of the three inputs of columns (1-3) in (a.) with the weight vector in column four, e.g.: 
A(J-<l) 1\ w28. Note that the left input caused stronger activations (not shown) to category 
26. 'I'he weights of ART:, category 28 arc shown at far right. The F--16 irnage input at 
. - - -
left caused category 26 to be chosen which in turn correctly activates the F-16 node in the 
Map Field. 'I' he F-1 6 input in the middle image caused category 28 to be chosen which 
activates the node for the HK-1, causing an error in recognition in thiB case. An HK-1 input 
that correctly activate~> category 28 iB shown in the third column. lt. can be seen that the 
second column and third column activations are a perfect match (arc a fuzzy subset) with 
the weights w28 in the fourth column, but the activation in the first column cliffcrB in the 
cornplcmcnt coded response. In thi:o figure, darker shadcB indicate higher act.ivations. 
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CORT-X 2 Data Coarse code using spatial avg I Gaussian avg 
filter set pnseniation 4-r4 8:c8 16J:16 
Small Ordered 80.1/83.3 84.5/85.9 84.2/89.1 
Srnall Unordered 79.4/83.2 83.9/86.4 84.3/88.0 
Large Ordered 76.6/79.4 79.3/80.8 75.8/79.3 
Large Unordered 76.0/79.7 78.4/80.7 75.5/79.0 
Table 5: Recognition results on noisy data. (C = 1) with fast learning (f3ab = l.O). These re-
sults differ little from the noise-free results in Table 4 (no noise condition) with the exception 
of some consistent reduction in scores for the 16x16 coarse coding. 
COR.T-X 2 Data Coar·sc code using spatial avg I Gaussian avg 
filleT set pTescntal.ion 4.1:4 8:c8 1 6'a:16 
Small Ordered [172, 184]/[165, 169] [77, 73]/[70, 73] [34, 33J/[cl:3, 35] 
Small Unordered [191' 198]/[175, 179] [76, 77]/[73, 76] [34, 35]/[:15, 36] 
--
Large Ordered [168, 179]/[160, 162] [71, 68]/[67, 71] [31,33 ]/[30, 31] 
Large Unordered [183, 192]/[169, 174] [73, 75]/[69, 72] [32, 32]/[33, 32] 
Table 6: Average number of AR7~, categories formed during training for the simulations 
- . 
of 'fable 4 (no noise) and 'fable 5 (noise). 'J'hc format in the table is as follows: [spatial 
avg.]/[Gaussia.n avg.] = [No noise, Noise]/[No noise, Noise]. 
slightly lower recognition performance. 
'fable 6 shows the number of nodes created by the network after training for the no noise 
(left entry) a.nd noise (right entry) results reported above. Noise causes a srnall increase in 
the number of categories formed on average as the network attempts to correct a, greater 
mnnber of noise--induced errors during supervised training. 
7.3 Slow learning simulation with noise 
For the llnal set of cornputer simulations, the network was run on the noisy data using 
slow learning to the Map Field (/3,b = 0.2 in equation ( 4tJ)). Fast learning was :;till used 
within the ART~, module itself however ((3, = 1.0 in equation (43) ). In addition, a. maxirnum 
vigilance level in ARJ~, (f5m,,- = 0.95) was set so that when match tracking due to error 
feedback attempts to create an AFO;, category srnallcr than a. given size, no new category 
[onns and learning takes place for the current category instead. ·with noisy inputs, rather 
than continually rnaking new categories to correct for the noise, AIL'T~ categories below a set 
prescribed size begin to lea.rn the conditional probability of the true class (the 3-IJ object) 
given the selected ART~, category (the ca.tegorica.l 2-D view). 
Note that for p"'"" = l.O, the results for slow learning and fast learning (Section 7.2) to 
the Map Field are equivalent. 'T'hey a.rc equivalent because, with Map Field vigilance set to 
p,b = 1.0 as in 'I'able 2, the slightest mismatch at the Map Field will invoke match tracking 
and a. new category will be created. The main difference between slow and fast learning 
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CORT-X 2 Data CoarBe code using spatial avg I Gaussian avg 
filler set presentation 4x4 81:8 I 16x.f 6 
Small Ordered 79.9/83.1 84.0/85.6 84.7/89.9 
Small Unordered 78.8/83.3 83.2/85.7 84.9/89.1 
Large Ordered 76.:lj78.2 78.5/81.5 77.0/78.8 
Large Unordered 77.L1/80.2 79.6/80.41 75.8/79.2 
·--~·· 
Table 7: Recognition results on noisy data ( C = 1) with slow learning to the Map Field (flab= 
0.2, Pma." = 0.95). Due to the low levels of noise surviving preprocessing, the recognition 
results here arc not substantially different than those found using fast learning in noise in 
Table 5 except where noise was highest as in the 16x16 coarse coding. As noise increases, 
slow learning becomes more important for maintaining good recognition scores. 
using Pma" = 1.0 is that AI{!:, categories may learn their associations to nodes in the Map 
Field a.t different rates. The weights from an 1'1' node in AR'I;, to the correct node in the 
Map Field will always have a. value of 1.0, however, since any error is corrected by forming 
a new category. Weights to the other nodes in the Map Field will be less than 1.0 (slow 
learning) or equal to 0.0 (fast learning). Recognition results on the test set are not hereby 
affected, since a. winner-take-all Jielcl chooses the rnaximum activation in the Map Field as 
the recognition code via equation ( 45) in Appendix B. 
CORT-X 2 --·· CoaTse code 1t.siiig-~spalial avg I Ga?.wsian ai;g JJaia 
filter set ]JTCBenta.i'ion 4:c4 8:r8 I 161:16 
-
Small Ordered [184, 165]/[169, l50] [73, 67]/[73, 66] [:3:3, 30]/[35, 32] 
Srnall U norclered [198, 180]/[1 79, 16:3] [77, G9]/[76, 70] [35, :32J/[il6, :n] 
Large Ordered [179, 160]/[162, 147] [68, 61]/[71,-66] [3:l , 30]/[31, 29] 
La.rg(:_·~··- Unordered [192, 175]/[m, HiO] [75, 69]/[72, 67] [:l2, 30]/[32, :lo] 
-
Table 8: Average number of nodes formed during training for the sirnulations of 'l'ables 
5 (noise with fast learning) and 7 (noise with slow learning). 'I'he format in the table is 
as follows: [spatial avg.]/[Ga.ussian avg.] = [fast learning, slow learning]/[fast learning, 
slow learning]. Jt can be seen tha.t slow learning reduced the nurnbcr of nodes forrned by 
approxirnately 10%. 
'l'o derive benefit from slow learning, in the case Pa& = 1.0, we set Pm"" = 0.95. For 
P"& = l.O, we may then corn pare the results of fast learning to the Map Field using /Jm''"' = l.O 
with the results of slow learning to the Map Field using /Jm"'" = 0.9:). Table 7 records 
the results using slow learning in large arnplitude noise (C = 1). Where noise levels after 
preprocessing were very srnall, the results were approximately the same a.s in the fast learning 
case shown in Table 5. Slow learning begins to help when the noise level increases, as with 
the Hi x 16 coarse coding. 'J'a.ble 8 records the average number of categories fonned for the 
noisy data case using fast learning and slow learning. Slow learning with Pma'·' = 0.95, caused 
approximately 10% fewer categories to be formed than with p,"'"' = 1.0, since noise-induced 
errors do not always cause the formation of a new category in the former case. 
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Integrator field, true class is F-16, 
sequence starts with 2 errors 
1 22 21 26 48 71 41 40 
(F-18) (F-18) (F-16) (F-16) (HK-1) (all) (F-16) (F-16) 
ARTa Categories 
Figure 15: Sirnulation of the integration field. 'I'he ordinate axis contains the integrator 
nodes representing the 3-D objects: F-16, F-18, and HK-1. The abscissa represents Ali'!~ 
F2' categories chosen by the preprocessed 2-D views being presented to VIEWNET'. Black 
horizontal lines denote activity of the corresponding integrator node through time. Gray 
shading in the figure indicates the integrator node with rna.xirna.l activation which represents 
the VIEWNE'I' decision as to which object is being presented. Categories 1 and 22 erro-
neously code for the F-18 jet here. Category 4 8 erroneously codes for the IlK -l. Category 
71 has not been chosen before and so selects all objects simultaneously. 'I'lw rest of the 
categories code correctly for the F-16. The integration step size was set to fJint = 0.2. 
8 Evidence accumulation by voting or view 
transitions? 
For a recognition system that can gather information from successive 2-D views, a. key ques-
tion is: Given that a.n error occms., how many successive errors will follow on average? For 
the airplane data. set a.s processed by VIEWNE'J', it was found that the average overall length 
of an error sequence was J .31 2-D views with a standard deviation of 0.57 views. On average 
then, when an error occurs, collecting two more views will usually be suflicient to correct 
the error. Thus, as in Seibert a.nd Waxrna.n's systern, better :l-D object predictions rna.y be 
derived by accumulating evidence frorn 2-D views. 'I'his i:o accomplished in VIEWNE'f in 
perhaps the simplest w<ty by using a working memory whose unordered :otates are updated 
whenever a new 2-D view category is chosen. 'I' he working memory is rea.lizccl a.;; an inte-
gration field (F';"') between the Map Fidel (F'"b) that codes ;J-D object categories and the 
winner-take-all field (Fw'") in Figme 12. The equation for the integrator field is updated 
each time AR'T:, chooses a. new 2-D view category: 
(a,int)'""' = fJ· x"b + (1 - fJ. )('"inl)old '~'k mt· k Pmt .vk , (7) 
where x!!" is an integrator node for the k'" :J-D object, ,B,,, i::; the integration rate each time 
the equation is stepped, and x%" is the k'h Ma.p Field 3-D object category. 'I'he integration 
node with the largest activation represents the prediction of the :l-D object being viewed by 
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the system. This maximum activation in the integration field is chosen by the winner-take-all 
field (F"''") as the network's prediction of the 3-D object. 
Figure 15 shows a simulation of the integrator field where equation (7) is stepped once 
each time !lFl'Z:, chooses a category. 1'hree integrator nodes are shown along the ordinate, one 
for each of the airplanes. Grey shading in the figure shows which 3-D object is "winning". In 
this simulation, the :)-D object being viewed is an F-16. 'I'he sequence of ART~. 1'2' categories 
that occurred is shown along the abscissa. The first two categories, 1 and 22 were in error 
since they were associated with the F-18 node in the Map Field. Categories 21 and 26 code 
correctly for the F-16 followed by category 48 which codes for the 1-IK-l. Next, category 71 
is selected. It is an uncommitted category that has never been activated before. By default, 
it gives equal activation to all integrator nodes. The remaining categories code correcUy for 
theF-16. 
Implementing evidence accumulation in this way is similar to voting for the :l-D object 
over a sequence of 2-D view inputs, but with recent views being given rnore weight. For 
1 2: fJ;nt 2: 0, the closer fJ;nt is to 1, the more weight is given to recent votes. 'I'o measure 
performance on the test set with voting, the integrator field was allowed to collect first two 
(for the two votes score), or three (for the three votes score) activations before VIEWNE'l"s 
recognition decision was recorded. 'I'he integrator field wa.s then clea.recl and two or three 
more activations were again collected before the next decision was made. This process was 
repeated until 1000 views had been seen in the test set for each object at which time the 
percent correct recognition score was computed. Figure Hi shows the average recognition 
scores for voting with j);n1 = 0.2 over one, two, and three views under COHT-X 2 prepro-
cessing with large and small scale filter sets and coarse coding to 1 x 1, 8 x 8 and Hi x 16 
pixels using both Gaussian and spatial averaging. Voting over :J frames improves recognition 
results by an average of ten percent with the best results being 98.5% correct for small scale 
filtered, 16 x 16 Gaussian coarse-coded data. 'I'he black clots a.ncl squares in the figure show 
recognition results frorn using 2-D view transition infonnation as explained below. 
8.1 Do view transitions lead to better recognition? 
T'be adva,ntage of voting over using 2- D view transitions is that, given N 2-D views, the 
O(N2 ) co:ot for learning view transitions is avoided. 'I'o compare how well voting over view 
sequences doet: relative to using view transitions, an architecture was sim.ulated that incor-
porates view transition information into :J-D object recognition. Figure 17 shows such a 
modified VIEWNET 2 architecture in which a working memory is installed above the ARJ~ 
module, and another Fuzzy AHT module, AFO:, categorizes the sequential inforrnation rep-
resented by the working memory and makes associations to :l-D object nodes in the Map 
Field. 
'I'hc working rnemory that we use transforms the temporal sequence of categorical ac-
tivations y" in AID;, layer F:j into an evolving spatial pattern of activation. 'l'his type of 
working memory docs not explicitly code view transitions. Rather, it explicitly codes the 
2-D view categories in terms of which working memory nodes are active (the "item" infor-
rnation), and implicitly codes view transitions in terms of their relative activity (the "order" 
information). Such "item and order" working memories are suggested by a variety of cog-
nitive data. Grossberg (l978a, 1978b) developed an explanation of such data as crncrgent 
:J2 
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Recognition results with voting 
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Figure 16: Recognition results for voting with an integration rate of f3int = 0.2. The graphs 
show the recognition results after gathering evidence over one, two and three 2-D views for 
data preprocessed using large (solid line) and small (dotted line) scale COHT-X 2 filters. 
Results from both Gaussian and spatial averaging coarse coding methods are shown where 
the images were reduced frorn 128 x 128 down to 4 x 1, 8 x 8 and 16 x Hi pixels. 'I'he circles 
and squares represent recognition scores resulting from using view transitions as discussed 
in Section 8.1. 'I' he black circles represent the recognition scores using view transitions for 
preprocessing with the large scale COH:l'-X 2 Jllters, the black squares represent recognition 
scores using view transitions for preprocessing with srnall scale COR'I'-X 2 filters. 
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View Sequence Recognition Architecture 
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Figure 17: VIEWNE'f 2 architecture modified to learn 3-D object categories front 2-D view 
category sequences that are sequentially stored in working rnernory. ART;, ca.tegoriy,cs 2-D 
views which arc then input into a working memory called S'fORE tha.t encodes the order in 
which items entered rnemory in an activation gradient. 'l'he working rnemory only keeps two 
items active in a spatial pattern where activation levels code for order of item entry into the 
mernory. In this way, two different activations in working mernory represent a transition from 
one AR'I~ categorical 2-D view to another. 'I' he pattern of activations is learned by ART, 
which takes the working memory activations as input after complement coding them. ART, 
then associates its learned categorica.l 2-D view transitions with the 3-D object represented 
in the Map Field. This architecture was used to compare using view transitions versus using 
evidence accumulation over 2 views for ;)-]) object recognition. 
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properties of a design that enables a self-organizing featme rnap or ARC system to stably 
learn to categorize item and order information as new iterns continue to be stored. Bradski, 
Carpenter, and Grossberg (1992, 1994) showed how to realize such a working memory design 
in a class of neural networks called S'I'ORE (Sustained 'I'empora1 Order REcurrent) rnodels. 
In the present application, the model is designed to store only two active views at a time 
to sirnulate encoding of the tempora.lly ordered transition from one categorical Ail'!;, view 
to another. The following system of STORE model equations implements this design goal: 
d.T; [A . ] 
-_
1
- = · I;+ y; - :c;x - lh:; 1, 
d 
(8) 
and 
dy; I I I 1'] ]1' -~-- = ,'fi 1, Xi - - - Yi ' 
cl 
(9) 
where 1:; and y; arc activities of nodes in the bottom and top layers, respectively, of the 
S'I'ORE working memory, I; is the i'" input into the working memory, :r: = Lk :rk, I= Lk h, 
I'= 1 -1, and h[:c; -I'] = 1 if :r;- r > 0, else h[x;- I'] = 0. To keep only two items active 
at a tirne, parameters were set to A= 1.1, B = 0.5, and r = 0.3. 
Fuzzy Al\'I' module AR'T\ receives inputs from the S'J'ORE model and makes associations 
to the Map Field nodes, which represent the possible :l-D objects being viewed. Match 
tracking operates only on AR'T~. 'I'he vigilance in AII.T:, was set to I .0 so that it learned 
each pattern of view transitions represented in the S'I'ORE rnodcl. To make AliT;, categories 
more general, the maxirnum po:;sible AR'T;, vigilance wa;; limited to (J.""'". = 0.95 during match 
tracking. In this way, the architecture used sequences of length two for recognition, thereby 
incurring the possible cost of generating up to O(!V2) sequence recognition node;; in AR'l~. 
In Figure 16, the black circles repre;;ent the recognition scores u;;ing view transitions for 
preprocessing with the la.rge scale COKI'-X 2 filters, the black squares represent recognition 
scores using view transitions for preprocessing with sm.all scale COHT-X 2 filters. Cornparing 
recognition :;cores frorn using view tran;;itions with those using evidence accumulation or 
voting over two view;;, it can be seen that the results arc sirnilar. Since evidence accunndation 
does not require the temporal order infonnation encoded by ART., evidence accurnulation 
over view transitions seerns preferable in the pre;;ent application. 
This conclu;;ion should not be construed as implying that ternporal order infornra.tion 
is never useful in :l-D object recognition. lndeccl, it is known frorn cognitive data that 
working memories which encode ternporal order infonnation do occur in the brain. Whether 
an explicit encoding of order information, as in the Seibert-Waxman nrodel, or an implicit 
encoding, as in a S'I'OHE rnodel, are preferable remains to be seen in those situations where 
the tradeoff between preprocessor, catcgorizer, and working memory does require ternporal 
order inforrnat.ion for enhanced pcrfornrance. 
9 Discussion and generalization to image 
understanding 
Using the smaller set of CORI'-X 2 filters, a il-D object recognition rate of approxirnately 90% 
may be achieved from single 2-D views alone without recourse to more elaborate methods 
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Figure 18: Reciprocal interactions of a Where spatial map and What recognition categories 
with an image interpretation network can learn scenic interpretations that combine infor-
rnation about multiple objects and their spatial relations. Fusion AH'J'Iv!AP can be used for 
supervised learning of those combinations of object categories and spatial relations that reli-
ably predict a prescribed scenic interpretation. [Reprinted with permission from Carpenter, 
Grossberg, and Lesher (199:l) .] 
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of generating aspect graph models of the 3-D objects. When evidence integration or voting 
over a an unordered sequence of views is added, recognition rates reach 98.5% within three 
views. Voting over two views did as well as using view transitions on this database, but 
without the drawback of needing to learn O(N2 ) view transitions given N, 2-D views. In 
addition, it was shown that the above recognition rates can be maintained even in high noise 
conditions using the preprocessing methods described here. 
T'hese high recognition rates arc achieved by using a. different preprocessor a.nd super-
vised learning to create more optimal category boundaries tha.n in the Seibert a.nd Wa.xrnan 
studies. As reported in their discussion of results in Seibert and Waxman (1 992), their unsu-
pervised clustering of coarse-coded maximal curvature data created general categories that 
unambiguously selected for the correct 3-D object only 25% of the time. In so doing, their 
network created 1 I categories during training. In order to overcome the ambiguity of their 
general AHT 2 categories, Seibert and Waxman used explicitly coded 2-D view category 
transitions to help identify the 3-D objects. 
Using this approach, the network rnust be able to represent possible cross-correlations 
between every categorical 2-D view in the view transition matrices, one for each object, even 
if no correlations are eventually found between some of the categories. This is because a view 
transition matrix represents a. definite network structure that explicitly codes the particular 
sequence of view transitions that ends up coding a prescribed 3-D object. 'I'hus, such an 
aJgorithrn is cornmi ttecl to represent a.ll possible correlations between each of the 11 2- D view 
categories. 'J'he total nurnber of correlations is then (41 2 -11)/2 = 820, since transitions 
and their reverse arc equivalent and there are no self-transitions, this is done for each object, 
then a total of 820 x 3 = 2460 correlation ma.trices would be needed. Add to this the 11 
AH:I' 2 categorie0 and up to 2501 activations could be needed to recogni~e the 3 jets. As 
seen in Table 6, VlEWNE'f needs only 30 nodes to categorize this database since, by using 
unordered voting, it avoids the O(N2 ) penalty for using view transition information given 
N 2-D views. If a version of VIEWNE'l' were used that incorporates a. S'I'ORE working 
memory, then ART sequence recognition nodes wonlcl also be needed. However, these nodes 
do not need to be prcwired in the network. 'fhey arc sclf-organi~ed by learning. Only as 
many sequences as are actually used for prediction would need to be represented as oequencc 
nodes in ART,. 
A number of enhancements of the VIEWNE'I' farnily of architectures rna.y be~ contem-
plated. For example, the Fu~~y AH'I'MAP architecture cornputes goodness of fit infonna.tion 
that rnay be used to enhance its power in future applications. In particular, the rnatch or 
choice equation, (:17) or (31), respectively, in Appendix B may be used to rncasme the quality 
of the recognition. If VIEWNE'f recogni~es a 3-D object, but its AI{'!;, category prototype 
provides a poor fit to the input vector, then the goodness of lit infonnation could be used to 
cause VIEWNI•;'r to collect more data. before a. final recognition decision is made. Likewise, 
if VIEWNE'T' is ernbeddecl in an active vision system, then a. poorly fitting view could be 
used to trigger the systern to move its focus of attention to get a better perspective. 
VIEWNE'I' architectures may also be upgraded in several ways to handle more complex 
scene understanding problems. These enhancerncnts could include: 
(a) Boundary Segmentation: A more powerful boundary segmenter tha.n a C:Olri'-X 
filter, such as a. BCS model (as in Grossberg, Mingolla, and Williamaon, I 994), can segrnent 
much sparser and noisier images. 'I'he BCS feedback network typically converges in a few 
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iterations of feedback, so processing speed would not be impaired in appropriate hardware. 
(b) Surface Representation: A system complementary to the BCS, called the Feature 
Contour System, or FCS, computes filled-in surface representations of a scene (Arrington, 
1991; Grossberg and Toclorovi{:, 1988). These ourface representations can also be u;;ed to 
separate figures from their backgrounds (Grossberg, 199'1; Grossberg and Wyse, 1991, 1992). 
Fusion of boundary and surface representations can, in principle, achieve better recognition 
than boundary segmentation alone in cases where surface properties, such as color and 
relative contrast, arc important. See Grossberg, (1994) for a review of human psychophysical 
data about such data fusion. 
(c) Fusion ARTMAP: In order to catcgori~e data from multiple boundary and surface 
representations, a generalization of Fu~zy AHTIVIAP, called Fusion AHTMAP, can be used 
(Asfour, 1994, 1995; Asfour, Carpenter, and Grossberg, 1995; Asfour, Carpenter, Grossberg 
and Lesher, 1993a; Asfour el al. 199:Jb ). This architecture is designed to autonomously 
search for that combination of input channels that correctly classifies each output prediction. 
(d) What-and-Where filter: In order to more effectively utilize the form information 
within the surface representation, a different invariant filter than the log polar filter can be 
used; for exam pie, a What-and-Where filter (Carpenter, Grossberg, and Lesher, 1992, 1993). 
The output of log-polar-Fourier preprocessing is an invariant representation, but one that 
has lost information about the form of the object, as well as about the object's place in 
a larger scene. The What-and-Where filter is a filter-based invariant transform system in 
which information about the position, size, and orientation of the object is retained .. and no 
form information is lost. 
'I' he strategy leading to this system is suggested by the brain's usc of parallel streams 
in the visual cortex to compute Where an object is and What the object is (Goodale and 
Milner, 1992; Mishkin, Ungerleider, and Macko, 1983; Ungerlcider and Mishkin, 1982). 'I'he 
What-and-Where filter consists of a Where channel that corn.putes the position, orientation, 
and size of a target figure, and a What channel that uses the information provided by the 
Where channel to encode an invariant object representation. Subsequent object recognition 
is based upon output from the What channel. 'I'he Where channel includes banks of spatial 
filters of varying si~es and orientations. Competition between filters yields a spatial map 
whose cell activations multiplex a representation of the position, orientation, and size of the 
figure. This infonnation is utilized within the What channel to generate an invariant object 
representation. 'J'hat is, the figure is transformed so that it is centered at the origin with 
canonical size and hori~ontal orientation. 
(e) Image Understanding: T'hc What-and-Where filter can be used to generalize 
V!EWNE'f for irnage understanding. 'J'hc Where filter defines a spatial rnap whose nodes 
multiplex inforrnation about the position, size, and orientation of every Jlgure in an image. 
In particular, activation of a node, or cell population, in this rnap implicitly represents all 
three spatial properties of the corresponding image figure. 'I'he Where filter nodes are thus 
distinct channels that each process at most one figure. Each channel, in turn, inputs to 
its own What invariant filter and recognition network. 'I'hus the Where map of each figure 
is linked, or bound, to the corresponding What recognition of the figure, even though the 
What recognition strips the figure of its spatially variant properties. Due to this linkage, the 
Where spatial map and the What recognition categories can be combined into a total input 
vector in a more general image interpretation network (Figure I 8). Such a network learns to 
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combiue iuformatiou about the identities of each object with informatiou about the objects' 
spatial relationships to derive a more global interpretation of scenic meauing. 
Fusion AHTMAP is being designed to handle just such problems of rnultidimensioual 
data fusiou, classification, aud prediction. In this image understanding application, Fusion 
AHTMAP would be used to learn those combinations of spatial aud visual iuformation 
that predict a desired image interpretation. From this broader computational perspective, 
VIEWNET 1 can be viewed as perhaps the simplest example of a family of self-organzing 
nemal architectures for both 3-D object recoguition aud image understanding. 
A Appendix A: CORT-X 2 equations 
'J'he equations for the COH'I'-X 2 filter as described in Section 3 a.re discussed below. Fig-
ure 5a. shows the model flow chart a.nd Figure :Sb shows the kernels used in the COHT-X 2 
filter algorithm. Table l summa.rizes the parameters used in the simulatious. 
A.l Step 1. Discounting the Illuminant 
The !D cross-sections of the on and off center kernels are shown in Figme 5a.. 
A.l.l ON-C and OFF-C Network 
'I' he activation x;_; at node v;_; at position ( i, j) obeys the shunting on-center off-r;urround 
equation: 
.
ell 1:;; = -!Lrii + (B- :r;i)C;;- (:~:; 7· + D)E;_;, (./ . . . . . 
and ;i;;.i obeys the off-center, on--surround equation: 
d.... . - .. -·. --.• 
-
11
x;; ~c -A(i;.i- S') + (13- •r;;)C';; ·- ('r;.i + D)fo:;; 
( .. 
(10) 
(ll) 
where C;1, (};.i, E;_;, E;; are discrete convolutiom; of the input with Gaussian kernels of the 
form; 
f(iJ = L Ipq1<1Jqi_i (12) 
p,q 
with 
( 13) 
T'he on-center kernel of .i;; is the off-surround kernel of X;j, a.ncl the off-surround kernel of 
i;.i is the on-center kernel of .T;;. 'I'hen C';_i = E;;, E;; = C'i.i. Also in equations (10) and 
(11), B = D a.nd D = 13. At equilibrium in the ON-C network, 
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(14) 
and in the OFF-C network. 
(15) 
A.2 Step 2. CORT-X 2 Filter 
Oriented receptive Jields arc elliptical as shown in Figure 5b so that 
(16) 
where a., is the major a.xis and b, is the minor axis with a, ::0: b,. 1'wo sizes of receptive fields 
were used, indexed by the subscript 8 with l = small and 2 = large scale. Orientations were 
chosen at angles spaced every 1r /8 degrees indexed below by the subscript k. 
Simple Cells: 'J'he output of the pair of simple cells of scale 8 with activation variable 
J: = :r;.i and receptive field orientation k is defined by 
S,L(i,j,k) = max[L.,(:r:,k)- a,1?,(:r,k) -/3,0] ( 17) 
and 
S',n('i,j, k) = max[R.,(:r:, k)- o,L,(":, k)- (3, OJ, ( J 8) 
where L.,(:t, k) and R,,(J:, k) are the irnage inputs to the left and right oriented receptive 
ftelcls 
and 
Ls(,?:, k) = 2:(/),q)El.,(~J: .. ~~) J:pq10pq 
'L,(p,q)E/,(i,.i,k) 'Wpq 
I) (" k·)' = L(p,q)E,r,_(i,.i,k) J:pqW,,q ts J., · ,....... 1 
L(p,q)E•·.(i,,i,k) Wpq 
(19) 
(20) 
and w1, 1 is a weighting factor proportional to the area of a cell covered by the receptive 
field. L and R in S.L and S .• n indicate that each receptive field is sensitive~ to the opposite 
direction-of-contrast from its companion. 'I'he ON and OFF networks have separate sets of 
simple cells with the ON simple cells denoted by .'3~, and s;j1, and the OFF simple cells 
denoted by 8.0, and S:j1. 
Complex Cells: 'fhc. complex cell output C,,(x,k) is defined by 
C ( · · ') 1·'[ S'+ ( · · k) s+ ( · · k) s'- ( · · k) u- ( · · 1 )] s ?,,),X: = -~ '-~sL Z,.J," + '"BR. ?,,), '; + ~.._ sL l,j, ·: + '·JsR 'l,J, C · (21) 
These cells are sen;;itive to the spatial scale .s and amount-of-contrast x with orientation k, 
but are insensitive to direction-of-contrast. 
Hypercomplex Cells (First Competitive Stage): 'I'hc hypercomplex cells D,(i,.J, k) 
receive input frorn the ;;patial competition arn.ong the complex cell;; 
10 
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( .. ) [ C,(i,j,k) ] D,1.,.J,k=rnax " .. -T,O. 
t + 11 Lm Ly C,(p, q, m.)C,,(p, q, 1.,.7, k) (22) 
'I'he circular oriented competition kernel Gs(JJ, q, i,.i, k) shown in Figure 5c is norrnalized 
such that 
L G,(p, q, i,j, k) = 1. (23) 
Partial cells at the kernel periphery arc weighted in proportion to their area (taken to be 
one square unit). Grey areas in Figure 5c are inhibitory. Cells with centers within tho one 
unit wide band through the middle of the kernel do not contribute to the inhibition. In our 
sirnulations, the srna.ll and large scale kernels were 2/3 the diameter of the small and large 
scale major axis's of the ellipses shown in Figure 14b, respectively. 
Hypercomplex Cells (Second Competitive Stage): Hypercomplex cells D,(i,j) 
compute tho competition among oriented activities D,(i,j, k) at each position. 'J'his process 
is c;implified a.s a winner-take-all process 
!J,(i,j) = D2(i,j,I<) = mpxD,(i,j,k), (21) 
where [( denotes the orientation of the maximally activated cell. 
Multiple Scale Interaction: The interaction between the small a.nd large scales IS 
defined by 
1Jl2(i,j) = /)1 (i,.i) L D2(J!, q)U(p, q, i,j), (25) 
p,q 
where the unoriented excitatory kernel U(p, q, i,j) is circular as in Figure 5d and is normal-
ized 00 that 
L U(p, (j, i,j) = 1. (26) 
p,q 
In onr simulations, U(p, q, i.,j) had a. diameter 2/5 as large as the rnajor axis of the large Beale 
elliptical filter. Cells covered by the kernel contribute to the excitation to the extent that 
their area is covered by the kernel. 'l'he srnaller kernel D1(i,.i) in (25) localizes boundary 
segments and suppresses noise near the boundary, while the larger kerneli)z(p, q) suppresses 
noise far from the boundary. 
Boundary Completion: 'fhe large detectors l)z(i,j), are capable of responding a.t 
locations where pixel signal strength has been reduced by noise. Such boundary signa.ls may, 
howev(~r, be poorly localized. 'I'o overcome this tradeoff between boundary completion and 
localization, large-scale cells interact cooperatively as 
lh(i,j) = l)z(i,j) max["£ l)z(p, q, K)O(p, q, i,j, K)- 8, o] . (27) 
p,q 
]{erne] O(y,x,k) is defined by the one-unit-wide white strips in Figure 5e. Cells with 
centers lying within the one unit wide band contribute to the cooperative process. 'fhe kernel 
11 
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is normalized so that 
2:= O(p,q,i,j,k) = l. (28) 
(p,q) in kernel 
In the simulations, the length of the kernel is 3/5 as long as the major axis of the large--scale 
ellipse. 
CORT-X 2 Output: The final output of the COHT-X 2 filter is the sum of the mult.iple 
scale interaction and the cooperative process: 
B(i,j) = Br2(i,j) + lh(i,j). (29) 
B Appendix B: Fuzzy ARTMAP equations 
ln the following, all architectural references are to Figure 12. Figure I 9 provides a. flow 
chart describing the operation of the <wchitecture during the presentation of input vector a 
to Fuzzy ARr rnodule Air!;,. 'I'hree parameters determine Fuzzy AHT dyna.rnics: a choice 
parameter n > 0; a learning rate parameter j3, E [0, l]; and a vigilance parameter p, E [0, 1]. 
Input preprocessing: Input A into a Fuzzy AHT module is norrna.lizecl by preprocessing 
the vector A as: 
a A=-·-Ia I 
where the norrn operator, I * I is cleGnecl as 
M 
lal = 2:= lakl· 
k=1 
Inputs arc then complement coded by setting A = (a, a") where 
(30) 
(32) 
Category choice: Category choice is detennined by choosing the maximum choice 
function Tj, 
'/'" -. "{'/'" .. ·-· .[ "I} J - ma.1. .i . .7 -- .... h ( :l3) 
where N is the number of nodes in F.J', and Tj' is defined by 
lA II w"l T"(A) = 1 
.1 ct + lwjl' (M) 
where wj is the template belonging to the .f'h F~' node, and the operator II is defined as the 
fuzzy AND operation. 
(p II q)k = min(Jlk, !fk) 
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A= (a, a c) where ac = 1- a k k 
a Set T J (A)= 0 Choice: a lA 11. w · I for the duration 
of this input 
T" (A) = J 
J r:J.+Iwjl 
Set ab Read out w 1 to the map · 
field 
a IAII.wjl 
Pa = + £ 
Choose winner 
x jta= max x ~b 
No 
Learn 
match track 
Yes 
IAI 
---
------ ---------1___ -l 
\ (w,j)'ww = ~a (A ll.(wj) old)+ ( 1_ ~aHwj'J old \ 
i {flabh[x~b]+O-~abHwj~)old ifj=J \ 
\ (wj~r'~ (wj'~)old else i 
I I 
I 1 initially 1 
I I 
I ab . a b a b. I 
1 where h [x k ] = 1 1f x k > 0, else h [x k ] = 0 1 l ______________________________ J 
Figure 19: Flow chart describing the operation of Fuzzy ARI'MAP during the presentation 
of input vector a to Fuzzy All:I' module Ali'/;, and the ;;ubsequent processing that causes 
the network to predict the il-D object represented by the input 2-D view. 
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for M-dimcnsional vectors p and q (Zadeh, 1965). If more than one Tf' is rnaxima.l, the cat-
egory j with the sma.llcst index is chosen. When category J is chosen, the node representing 
that category has activation y'j = I. yj' = 0 for j f J. 'I'he Ft activity vector x" obeys 
, { A if F2' is inactive 
x = A 1\ wj if the J'"F.'/ node is chosen. (36) 
Match resonance and mismatch reset: A rnatch and resonance are said to occur if 
lA 1\ w:JI 
IAI ;:> Pn· (37) 
Otherwise, a mismatch reset occurs. When a reset occurs, the currently active node J is set 
to zero for the duration of the current input presentation and a new maximal node is found 
until the chosen node J satisfies equation (37). 
Map Field: The Map Field F"& becomes active whenever one or both of Arn;, or the 
supervised input b is active. Supervised inputs bk are in 1-to-1 correspondence with nodes in 
the Map Field. If node J ofF~' is active, then its weights w':/ activate F"'- If a supervised 
input bk becomes active, it directly activates F'"& node :1:'{& at a.n activation level of bk = 1. 
'I'he F"& activity vector x"& obeys 
l b 1\ wj& if the Jth 1~' node is active and b is active, nb _ wj' if··· t··l.lc.·~ Jtb. F2' n.ode i.s ac.t.iv.e a.ncl. b is inactive, X - b i r F~' is inactive and b is active, 0 if F2' and b are inactive. (:JS) 
Match tracking: At the start of an input presentation to !lR'l;,, the vigilance pararnctcr 
is set to a. baseline vigilance p, = (J. Parameter Pn& is the Map Field vigilance pararnctcr 
with 0 ::; (Job ::; l. lf 
(39) 
then subject to 
( 40) 
rnatch tracking causes p, to be increased so that 
lA 1\ w:}l . 
f!n = --1A-I - + f (41) 
where cis a small positive constant. If rnatch tracking causes equation (110) to be violated, 
then rnatch tracking is inhibited and learning takes place. If after match tracking, equation 
( 40) is still satisfied, then a new search cycle in ART;, leads to a diiicrent I·~' node J with 
(42) 
or, if no such node exists, ART;, is shut clown till it next gets an input. 
Learning: Once search ends and a winning node y'j is chosen in ;\FU~, the Fuzzy An:r 
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weight vector w:1 of the winning node is updated according to 
( 43) 
where wj(O) = l. 'I'hc weight vectors wj, j f J of non-winning nodes are not updated. 
'l'he weight vectors from the Fuzzy ARr 1nodules to the Map Field are updated according 
to 
{ 
Pabh[x(b] + (1- (3ob)(vljk)"1d if. j = J 
( wjt)'"'" = (wit) old if j f J 
1 initially 
(44) 
where h[xJ:b] = 1 if .1:1/ > 0, else h[xZb] = 0. When f)ab = 1, Fuzzy AHTMAP is said be in 
fast leaming mode, when 0 <::; (Jab < 1, Fuzzy ARTlvlAP is in slow lea.rning mode. 
Winner-take-all: A choice, or winner-take-all network F'"1" sits above the Map Field 
pab A winner-take-all field is needed above the map field when slow learning has been in 
effect from AFtT;, to the Map Field because it is then possible that a chosen F~' node may 
read out activation to more than one node in the l'vla.p Field during test mode. 
T'he winner-take-all field is implemented algorithmically as 
( 45) 
Since nodes in F'"1" are in one-to-one correspondence with nodes in the supervised field pb, 
the winning node in F'"1" represents VIEWNE'I''s choice of the :3-D object given the single 
2-D view that the network has experienced. vVhen evidence accumulation is used, a working 
rnemory, as in Section 8, interpolates the Map Field and the winner-take-all 3-D object 
recognition field. 
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